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FRÉDÉRIC LEPEINTRE APPOINTED PRESIDENT OF AXXÈS
Axxès accelerates innovation and digitalization of mobility solutions
for HGVs and appoints a new president
Since July 1st, 2019, Frédéric Lepeintre has been the new Chairman of Axxès, Europe's
leader of heavy goods vehicle mobility (toll payment and optimization services).
With 20 years of international experience in high technology and fintech (Diebold
Nixdorf and then Ingenico group), he has become an experienced leader in the world
of intelligent and connected solutions.
In a market that is increasingly open to competition and new technologies, Frédéric
Lepeintre will lead the company's digital transformation and international
expansion. The slogan TAKE THE LEAD makes sense for both Axxès and its customers.
European coverage, digitisation, AI: key elements for Axxès in 2023
Resolutely focused on innovation, it intends to promote the evolution of toll
collection solutions, to provide its customers with ever more value and the ability
to effectively manage their activities (digitalization of tolls, cost management, big
data, AI in the service of efficient mobility).
« Axxès is recognized by its customers for the quality of its services, the robustness
of its products and the expertise of its teams. It is our best asset to achieve our
ambition and be the leader in the future who puts connected solutions at the service
of customer efficiency ».
The arrival of the new President marks a new stage in Axxès' international growth,
which aims to be present throughout Europe by 2023.

•
•
•
•

47 years old
Married, 6 children
Graduate of EM Lyon and ESCP Europe (1997 & 2006)
Previous functions :
-2018 Chief Commercial Officer - Axxès
-2011 Vice-President - INGENICO GROUP
• https://www.linkedin.com/in/fredericlepeintre/

About Axxès
as EETS provider, is the most dynamic player in the interoperable HGV toll market. It offers
freight and passenger transporters an intelligent, reliable toll collection system for paying
European tolls using a single on-board unit and a single subscription. It fully intends to
continue developing its services to adapt to road transport companies' changing needs.
This is why it designs innovative services based on the latest technologies, such as its
geolocation service specialised in optimising and understanding toll costs. Its ambitions
are to set the benchmark for interoperable toll collection in Europe and to be a higher value
partner for road transporters. Find all our services and offers on our website, www.axxes.eu

Key figures :
•
•
•
•

1 billion in toll revenue
39000 customers
350,000 vehicles on 9 European networks
80 employees
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